
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Diary dates: 
Friday 5th October – Harvest Festival in the Church 2.30pm 

Grounds Day – all welcome to help – Saturday 13th October 

Thursday 18th October, 15th November and 13th December – The 

library van in school – please return all books. 

Half term – Monday 22nd to Friday 26th October 

Friday 2nd November – Individual and family school photographs 

Visit from the Space dome – date TBC 

Squirrels and Fox Class Christmas Nativity Production – dates and 

more details to follow. 

Friday 21st December – End of term, collection from 1pm.  

 

Forest School and Outdoor Learning: 

Weekly welly walks (welly boots in school every day please!) 

Noticing seasonal changes from summer to autumn, autumn to winter. Colour 

collages of natural objects. Mud painting. Sensory walks outside – what can 

we hear, see, smell? Making and exploring patterns in nature. Making dens 

and homes for animals to hibernate for the winter. 

Understanding the World (Science, History, Geography, ICT) 

Science: Sources of Light and Electricity  

Identify and explore different light sources. Explore shadows. 

Make an electric circuit. To identify different light sources, including the 

sun. To know that darkness is the absence of light 

 

The World:  

Watch video footage of the first man to land on the moon. Explore past 

astronauts and rockets that have travelled into Space – Gravity. 

 

Space - Telescopes and stars 

Working the night shift – invite a parent who works nights to come and talk 

about their job 

Gloop - Alien slime - tuff spot with mark making tools 

 

ICT:  

Using computers to find out facts about Space. Watch video clips of Moon 

landings. 2simple2animate – create animation of rocket tacking off. 

Programme beebots and roamer to move around ‘space maps’. 

 

British Values:  

Democracy: making decisions together - encourage children to see their role 

in the bigger picture and to know that their views count. 

Rules of Law: children to understand their own and others’ behaviour and its 

consequences, and learn to distinguish right from wrong. 

Mutual respect and tolerance: treat others as you want to be treated - 

Children  should  acquire  a  tolerance  and  appreciation  of  and  respect  for  

their own and other cultures; know about similarities and differences between 

themselves and others and among families, faiths, communities, cultures  and 

traditions and share and discuss practices, celebrations and experiences. 

 

 

 

Communication, Language and Literacy 

Topic Books 

Man in the Moon, Catch a Star, Whatever Next, Non-Fiction 

Space Books, On the Moon, Here come the Aliens, Aliens love 

Underpants, The Jolly Christmas Postman, Various Christmas 

texts. 

 

Collect night time words and day time descriptive words – display as 

opposites. Explore the features of non-fiction books. Collect star 

and space words. Story making and telling – our dreams. Write 

letters to the man in the moon. Create an interesting facts poster 

about a planet. Write an information booklet about space. Story 

making – going to bed and getting up – bedtime stories. Designing our 

own aliens and making up alliterative names for them. Writing 

postcards from the moon back to Earth. 

Circle time – opportunities to discuss dreams – the fear of the dark. 

Writing lists and letters to Father Christmas. 

 

Expressive Arts and Design (Art, DT, Music, Role Play) 

Art/DT:  Glitter stars/night time pictures. Shadow puppets. Wax 

resist pictures using candles.  Making candles – link to Diva lamps. 

Experiment with colour and tone – paint charts (lighter and darker 

shades). Explore Moon shapes – plotting at home. Design and build 

our own space rockets/moon buggies. Making dream catchers. 

Making lava lamps and snow globes. 

 

Role Play: A Child/Baby’s Bedroom – night time routines.  

A Space Rocket – Telescopes/kaleidoscopes. 

A Puppet Theatre – Shadow Puppets. Dark tent with light up 

objects. Santa’s Workshop and Santa’s Sleigh. 

 

Music: Long and short sounds – fireworks. Listening to space sound 

effects. Using instruments to create own space sounds. 

Sounds to accompany space images – compose space music 

Listen to extracts from The Planets (Holst) 

 

Physical Development 
PE: Gymnastics – Making different shapes with our bodies. Travelling in a 

variety of ways – different heights, speeds, directions. To explore and use 

the apparatus safely. 

 

Leap into Life, Funky Feet, Write Dance, Dough Gym – daily activities 

 

Health - Weekly cooking activities chosen by the children.  

 

Autumn Term 2018          Squirrels Foundation Unit     Theme: Night and Day, Space 

Mathematics 
Counting - rehearsing counting to 100/counting back: Count up to 10 

objects which can’t be moved. Match numerals to the number in a set. 

Understand zero to describe an empty set. Rehearse counting back from 10 

to 0, including in songs, stories and rhymes. 

 

Measures (length): Compare two lengths using direct comparison; use 

language of longer and shorter. Use uniform non-standard units to measure 

items up to 10 units long. Put three lengths in order. 

 

Measures (height): Compare two heights using direct comparison; use 

language of taller and shorter. Use uniform non-standard units to measure 

items up to 10 units high. Put three heights in order. 

 

Shape: Begin to describe 3D shapes. Use 3D shapes to print and make 

models. 

 

Money and ‘Real life’ problems: Recognise £1 and £2 coins. Compare prices 

in pounds up to £10 (by making lines of pound coins). Use money in role play 

(e.g. pound shop). Solve practical problems involving counting or role play. 

 

Time: Use days of the week in context, e.g. story. Recognise a minute as unit 

of time. Count actions carried out in a minute (less than 20). 

 

PSED and Religious Education 
Seal – Getting on and Falling Out 

This theme focusses on developing children’s knowledge, understanding and 

skills in three key social and emotional aspects of learning: empathy, managing 

feelings (with a focus on anger), and social skills. The outcomes we will be 

focusing on are as follows: 

I can work well in a group with other children; I can take turns; I can wait for 

my turn to say something in the classroom; I know how to be friendly; I can 

tell you what being a good friend means to me; I can listen to other people 

when they are talking; I can make someone else feel good; I know how to give 

someone a compliment; I know how to make up with a friend when we have had 

an argument. 

 

Religious Education 

Diwali 

Explore the Hindu festival of Diwali. Read the story of Rama and Sita – draw a 

story map to show what happened. Make Rangoli patterns and Diva lamps. Look 

at other festivals of light – link to Christmas. 

Christmas and Christian Beliefs 

Children explore Mary, Joseph and Jesus in a Nativity role play.  They 

recognise them as a family and that the story is found in the Bible. Children to 

draw a picture of the people in the Christmas story and talk about what 

happened and how Mary and Joseph might have felt. Children can recognise 

some simple symbols associated with Christmas. 

 

 

 


